News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the **Sunday, February 7, 2021** print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. Andrew Jassy’s next seat at Amazon will be at the helm of what has grown, in his nearly 25 years at the company, into a corporation worth $______ trillion and the nation’s second-largest employer. (MAIN)

2. **TODAY IN HISTORY:** President John F. Kennedy imposed a full trade embargo on Cuba. What year did this take place? (MAIN)

3. Myanmar authorities on Saturday restricted ______________ connectivity and blocked more social media websites as thousands of people protested in the first street demonstrations since the military took power Monday from the democratically elected government in a coup. (MAIN)

4. Restoration work continues in the ancient city of ______________. Preservationists are fighting to protect a city that was inscribed two years ago as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. (MAIN)

5. Inmates at a St. Louis jail set fires, caused flooding, broke out fourth-floor windows and tossed a stationary bike, chairs and mattresses outside Saturday in the latest disturbance over concerns about what? (MAIN)

6. More than ______________ people are believed to have died or been killed at Stutthof, which was the first concentration camp to be established by the Nazi regime outside Germany’s borders. (MAIN)

7. What would you do if you lost your ability to speak? Before David Goss-Grubbs lost his to cancer, he set up a home studio to record himself speaking some ______________ phrases. With a Ph.D. in computational linguistics and as part of a Facebook team working on digital voice technology, he thought, “If I did that, I could have my own digital voice.” (NW)

8. Sleep experts often recommend reducing exposure to light at night, especially ____________ which arouses the brain, causing delays in sleep onset, and can shorten sleep. (NW)

9. “Got your COVID-19 vaccine? Great job! But don’t share a photo of your vaccination card on social media. Why not?” (NW)

10. The Station coffee shop on Beacon Hill has the city's first short-story dispenser, installed by Seattle Public Library. What does it do? (THE MIX)